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The night that a vampire saved her life was the night that Megan Wright's life changed completely.

Handsome vampire Philip Smith appeared to be thirty-something but he was really hundreds of

years old. He knew better than to get involved in human disputes but when he sensed Megan being

attacked by a group of men he knew he had no choice but to intervene and save her.However,

Megan was about to discover that under vampire law if your life is ever saved by a vampire then you

owe that vampire your life. Literally....This is a very different type of vampire romance and not like

any vampire book you will have ever read before. Download now, start reading and escape with this

epic paranormal romance that takes you all across the globe and back!
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>Book Review â€“ Saved By Blood>I am an independent reviewer. This is the third book in the By

the Blood series and ends in an HEA. Megan is saved from attack by a man she is drawn to. Philip

is a vampire who doesnâ€™t understand why he even intervened to help Megan, but he felt drawn

to. After her scary experience, Megan still goes to Philipâ€™s home and sleeps with him. She

should be traumatized, not horny. I wish the seduction had waited at least a day or two. The evil that

is foreshadowed is a bit of a let-down. The evil Celia has a chance to do all manner of bad things to



Megan, but the actual show down is over quickly, along with the story.>The whole book felt

unfinished. The idea was a good one, but characters such as Caroline and Celia were

under-utilized. Megan and Philip were awesome, but not enough happened between them to fill the

entire book. This book is appropriate for an adult audience. I am giving the story 3 stars.

This was a very strangely written book. I just couldn't seem to get into it. Philip is a vampire who

saves Megan from three attackers. He is arrogant and seems to be non-feeling. The story just didn't

grab your attention.

The plot had definite potential. But I don't like the writing style, if you can call it that. There was

waaaay too much internal repetitious dialogue. What little action and communication there was was

constantly interrupted by the internal dialogue. And the dialogue was paragraph after paragraph of

repetitive thoughts. I got lost so many times throughout the story. What were they talking about?

What were they doing? Even the sentences were extremely long with repeated explanations (and

extra unnecessary info in parentheses). I would have liked to read more continuous dialogue and

action.

I really started to like this story. It had a beautiful girl with a tragic past, a gorgeous and nice man

and vampires. But, it's another case of lines and facts not filled in by the writer so we're left in the

dark. General explanation given while nice simply aren't good enough. The problem is not spending

a few more pages on fleshing out the story. A case of it could be so much better......

I loved reading the story of Philip and Megan. It was a different take on vampire novels from what I

have read previously and was a refreshing change.I highly recommend Saved by Blood and will be

on the lookout for other books by Samantha Snow to read in future as I have read several and have

enjoyed them all.

Loved Megan and Philip in this book. They were drawn to each other from the beginning and they

didn't fight the pull. The mystery in this book was just enough without being to over done. Good

read!!

Philip smith is not at all what he appears to be........He appears to be a human, very un assuming

approximately 30 years old. However he is actually hundreds of years old, a vampire that has never



aged since the day that he was first turned.Meghan was unfortunate enough to have her life saved

by Philip, without his help she most likely would have been dead, However she is soon to find out

that when a human has their life saved by the actions of a vampire actually stepping forward into the

Frey, their life then becomes beholden to the vampire.............This was a very interesting book a

different way to write about vampires, once I started the book I wanted to read to completion and

find out what would happen at the end. Very well written the plot was unusual and was always

coming up with different ideas.
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